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ABSTRACT

This research was motivated by the lack of innovative design knowledge in the context of social
regeneration. Since it is an open and diverse context, facing different methods in different disciplines,
designers and the public are on the same platform. It looks for a framework to help them understand
new methods and quickly get the rules of operation in various fields in response to changing social
regeneration needs. This framework brings together the main methods in each area and spreads them
across design stages, giving key elements that people can pick and select, and sort by their attributes.
Method analysis and interviews are used to understand the effectiveness, co-design workshops are
used to verify the feasibility of the proposed hypothesis.
Through case studies and analysis with multiple design methods in social regeneration and innovation,
the research seeks to better understand the role of “design” and “innovation” in the interpretation
projects in a modern urban context, and the role of innovation framework in the transforming
complicated context to help reach out the most practical strategy. The theoretical framework is based
on three concepts: open innovation, social innovation and innovative design thinking toolkit. The
framework is structured to help in the social regeneration decision making process to be more
replicable, scalable and operable. The outcome will also have positive impact on the related design
education fields to help students understand interdisciplinary methods and use them in the complex
context.
Keywords: Design innovation, framework, social regeneration, methods
1 INTRODUCTION
Social regeneration is an intricate field that calls for interdisciplinary knowledge to fulfil the everchanging trends and arbitrary sequence of demands. Ostensibly, involved in “reshaping” the world, for
common people's thoughts, the tough work should deserve government, municipality or the minority
to deal with by policy-making or one proposal file. This was not up to the task. Because, complexity is
the underlying structure of social regeneration and it challenges people's traditional cognition as well
as a subversion of the form of processing. They need to respond to different project scales [1], work
with multidisciplinary background people, keep justice of the intricate relationships of stakeholders,
seek policy and financial support, etc. It’s no longer that achieving the success of regeneration by one
decision-maker or one group of people within single discipline at one stroke.
Fortunately, design, which is undergoing rapid change, can provide powerful support for social
regeneration. Traditional design was once seen as a craft that calls for the finely-honed intuition of the
designer and it is not sufficient for the complex situation nowadays anymore [2]. Apparently, design
thinking brings methods, tools, models, and theories into the process of design and makes it logical
and evidence-proving [3]. These methods give designers problem-solving clues that disassembling the
issues they only dimly know, perceiving the context they are barely aware of, helping them finding
insights from the tremendous deposition, testing and creating the solutions that catering all
stakeholders. It used to work for small-scale projects, for instance, commercial design, industrial
design, etc. However, as long as the complexity and multifaceted influence take place in social
regeneration, the organisation and process of design are far beyond one designer’s capability. It has
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fallen upon the people, who dedicate to make big breakthrough, to draw a blueprint by using
interdisciplinary knowledge, consider unmet needs from all stakeholders and gather resources into a
system network. And besides, they could be designers, but non-designer people as well.
Furthermore, the other obvious change is the spotlight moving over to public participation. Comparing
with the top-down “solo performance” by designers or minority of authorities, nowadays, it seems
more successful to create a bottom-up public participating process. People, they are creative enough to
design the world in a new collaborate way by using their experience and knowledge [4], even have the
power to insurgent the city in a positive perspective [5]. The existing literature focuses on how
designers inspire public participate and engage in collaborative design by using the methods in
specific design fields, for instance, operable tool kits for sustainable lifestyle in community [6], mutual
help group in health system [7].
In the past 40 years, China’s rapid development has provided an unprecedented space for social
regeneration design. The emerging new challenges in this country and its greatest capacity of
application scenarios for innovation make China an ideal laboratory for practicing new design.
Therefore, studying the innovation framework for social regeneration in China is significantly
valuable in both practical and educational fields.
2 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
This research tries to propose a framework that can be spread to the new context of interdisciplinary
design and research in the context of social regeneration. It can be applied in design practice, promote
integration and communication towards multiple disciplinary, and as Manzini described the form of
design knowledge, it must be “explicit, discussable, transferable and accumulative” [8]. So, the
feasibility of design thinking and design methods will be highlighted in establishing such an
interdisciplinary collaborative process, that will help understanding the context and issues explicitly,
opening up multiple possibilities to discuss, forming a discourse system for communication and
information transfer, and creating accumulation form for the replication and expansion of subsequent
projects.
Simultaneously, the outcome will also work as a tool kit that can be used in social regeneration, for the
stakeholders who participate in the social innovation activities, helping them to formulate a design
thinking clue to determine the true underlying issues and needs, concatenate a series of evidence, and
propose the solution autonomously.
Precisely because creating such a format, participators are able to collaborate with a variety of
interlocutors, putting themselves forwards as experts, and considering themselves as part of sticking
joint of the interwoven social networks. At this point, the design is more proactive in intervening in
social regeneration, and furthermore, cultivating the citizen power along with deepen participation [9].
3

PROCESS

3.1 Framework Design
The framework uses design thinking, design methods analysis and co-design in the construction of
methodology. They are applicable to formulating the framework because design thinking provides an
iterative flow and clarify the goals of each stage, design methods analysis is a way of screening and
applying methods, and co-design engages stakeholders and the public in developing strategies to
facilitate social regeneration. We design four steps: (1) defining the open design process, (2)
researching on interdisciplinary methods, (3) analysing and screening the design methods by impact
factors, (4) screening through handling scenarios.
3.1.1 Define logical and open design process

It is essential to discuss the logic and openness of the framework at the beginning of the research. A
logical design process helps participants to shape up the overall concept and form the phrase goals,
without getting lost in the tumultuous exploration. It draws lessons from the double diamond design
model, the design thinking model of Stanford University and the IDEO design thinking process, and
thus formulate an iterative design process according to the complexity of social regeneration.
Moreover, it also points out the participation and co-design opportunities throughout the whole
process. Obviously, along with those, all stakeholders and participators will work together and share
resources through the open design process (figure 1).
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Figure 1. Open design process in social regeneration
3.1.2 1st round methods screening: from interdisciplinary

Since we cope with a progressively wide range of problems moving beyond traditional design fields, it
requires room for expert opinion and theoretical considerations by using array of interdisciplinary
tools and methods. We collect and organise innovative tools and methods from 14 works of literature
[10-22], which were advanced in the field of service design, social innovation, business innovation,
and urban planning. By analysing each of them, the selected methods are classified into six design
phases that we defined above.
3.1.3 2nd round methods screening: from impact factors

Although for each design phase we gathered and analysed the available methods, it was still a
dilemma that too many methods to choose, and in turn affects the operability. Moreover, as a complex
social regeneration issue, the project's schedule, budget, project positioning, and the participants' own
capabilities were all important factors that we cannot overlook. Through case studies and interviews
with designers (including urban planners, architects and educators related with social regeneration
projects), we defined six impact factors, which are accessibility (simple - complex), usability (novice expert), flexibility (linear thinking - lateral thinking), the degree of participation (creating - collecting),
communication form (non-visualisation - visualisation) and the application context (business
background - community environment). Accessibility refers to the degree of effort required by the
user, the time may spend, and the personal knowledge input during the practice. Usability, obviously
close to the personal knowledge background and capability. Flexibility shows the mode of design
thinking, which is target-oriented thinking or open-horizon propose. The degree of participation
determines if divergence or concentration is more in line with design expectation. Communication
form describes how the design method is presented. The application context is related to the project’s
background. These impact factors took bipolar as format to present the degree ordering of design
methods that have been chosen in each design phase. The second methods screening examples were
shown in figure 2.

Figure 2. The second methods screening in process 1
3.1.4 3rd round methods screening: from using scenarios

Even though bipolar screening format seemingly gave the ordering of design methods in different
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impact factors at the same design stage, literally we consider these factors together. Therefore, we
propose a third round of screening, which is to filter the design method by defining the use scenarios.
It is a 2×2 diagram formed by a combination of the impact factors, and each quadrant represents a
usage scenario. By the user evaluating the current usage scenario, the most influential combination of
factors is selected to find a set of available methods. According to the characteristics of each stage, we
select the two groups of factors with greater influence to combine with each other. For instance,
novice organising scenario, it is interpreted by the novice users - simple quadrant, suitable for nonprofessional community to take over the development and promotion of the project. Professional indepth research scenario,
it is in professional designers - complex quadrant. (shown in Figure 3)

Figure 3. The third methods screening in process 1

3.2 Framework Evaluation
The framework is a logical process of the progressing derivation. Through subjective opinion, it has
been given to what methods can be used to determine, however, what role these selected methods can
play in the design process remains to be further demonstrated. Hester has proposed a technique
illustration that viewed in terms of the applicability to various stages in the design process, the cost
and the compatibility with other stakeholders [21]. This illustration can decompose and tease out the
issues of social regeneration in four aspect: “what the methods determines, design process
applicability, the cost and accommodation of other goals”.
Table 1. Evaluating the methods by author

Table 2. Correcting strategies

As an early step of research, we exampled a fundamental assumption which was the designer as
expert, deeply research the environment and user-needs, effectively organise the public in solving
social regeneration problems. By using the framework of methods screening, we chose 20 methods
according to the assumption, and evaluated the effectiveness and operability of the methods selected
through the framework. Table 1 shown the evaluation framework.
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3.3 Co-design Workshop
The co-design workshop addressed with deviation that may arising in the subjective judgment of
framework. We organised expert designers and researchers who dedicated in social innovation design
and methods research, to carry out expert co-design workshop with two main purpose. One was to
verify the feasibility of the design method selected by the authors in the design process of social
regeneration, and the other was to judge validity of the selected design method through Hester's
methods illustration theory. To begin with, we gave them specific regeneration task and methods with
introduction and called for addressing the issues by using the tools. As they were engaged in the
process of solving problems, they verified the logical accuracy of the framework and additionally were
familiar with the methods that to be judged. This made it possible for them to have a hands-on
experience and comprehension when they verify Hester's judgment theory in the second step, thus
improving the accuracy of the assessment. Through nearly two and a half hours’ teamwork by expert
researchers and designers, based on their respective understandings, subsequently, four sets of design
processes and corresponding design method rankings were summarised, and the role of the design
method in it was judged.
4 FINDINGS
For the validation of the framework, the management of the design process and the selection of the
design methods were basically in line with expectations. There were three groups of design processes
that improved mutual and iterative verification, which mostly took place in the stages of concept
Formation and prototype test. Simultaneously, the rest group categorised the methods and iterated
them mutually. This part verified the feasibility of the framework to implement social regeneration.
However, there were certain deviation between the workshop results and the author's previous
judgment. This leads us to speculate about what went wrong: the complexity of the design methods
indicates the diversity of judgments, the different comprehensions in the role of design methods and its
multiple possibilities, the uncertain definition of impact factors, the subdivision leads to similar
semantics, and the degree definition is hard to quantify. Therefore, we adopted the following strategies
to correct the existing evaluation method of the design method (Table 2).
a. Correct the judgment of complete opposite
Since the participants in the workshop only mark the "active role" approach, all unselected methods
and all (or three) selected methods can fully account for the judgment of the method validity
subdivision. Therefore, we corrected the completely opposite judgments in the existing evaluation
forms for these two types of results.
b. Uncertain validity and review
If only one or two sets of data tag "play positively", they will be judged again based on the specific
segmentation semantics and combined with the evaluation results of the workshop. The revised rules
are shown in table 2 and the revised methods evaluation is presented in Table 3.
Table 3. Revised design methods evaluation
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5 CONCLUSIONS
We proposed a framework follows the process of design thinking to foster social regeneration,
meanwhile, it is also a method selection guide that explicit, discussable, transferable and
accumulative. Six sets of impact factors in complex social relationship updates are defined and the
widely selected design methods are ranked by them. Additionally, these factors form a selection guide
for using scenarios. For validation, the methods selected through the framework were judged by
Hester’s evaluation theory. The expert co-design workshop validated the feasibility of the framework
and provided testimony for the revision of methods evaluation. The framework and toolkit also act as
a visualised tool to help understand interdisciplinary design methods during the design education
process in College of Design and Innovation, Tongji University. This paper is a novel approach to
social regeneration at a theoretical level as a very early step, and the investigation will continue with
rooting in enhancing operability.
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